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Ebook para Historia y Fundacion de

FileFaerie.Update April 17th, 2019: Google has
added the ability to delete videos on YouTube. To

do so, go into the Video Manager screen in the
app and tap the trashcan icon. In a new row of

promotional spots designed to highlight the
strengths of the Google Nest Mini, several home
security experts have taken the Nest Mini to task

for being too easy to hack. With wireless
technology allowing video recording, the Nest Mini
is arguably one of the most versatile and discreet

Wi-Fi cameras available. Unfortunately, that
versatility means it's also more vulnerable to

attacks that take advantage of security holes in
Wi-Fi systems. With so many Nest Mini devices

already online, attackers could use the attack to
infect even more devices and gain access to the
cameras for malicious purposes. A person who

helped test the Nest Mini for the company
responded to Ars Technica with a post that

suggests the Google security team has known
about the security hole for some time. "The Nest
team has had this vulnerability in their system for
several years now but has failed to acknowledge
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or patch it," the person wrote on Twitter. I've
asked Google for comment about its response to
this and will update this story when I hear back.

The Nest Mini offers a simple yet powerful feature
in that it can record videos via wireless

technology. It's essentially a $49 (around £41)
minifig, albeit one that features a 720p camera.
The footage can be saved to the home's Google

Photos cloud service. It can also be accessed from
a smartphone, allowing it to pick up in the middle
of the night. The Nest Mini comes in two models:

one that features a fixed base station and another
that can be placed on the ceiling. Because the

Nest Mini is designed to work with Nest's own Wi-
Fi system, an attack could theoretically be used to
gain access to every Wi-Fi network within earshot.
To give an idea of how successful such an attack

would be, Edward Snowden, the former NSA
contractor who made public documents that

exposed widespread surveillance by the agency,
said in a 2014 talk that the National Security

Agency and other agencies could eavesdrop on a
large percentage of the global population. To

illustrate how easy it is to intercept Wi-Fi and how
easy the Nest Mini is to use, we've created a

Google Sheet with an example of c6a93da74d
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